
subject of energy conservation in buil-

dings in the overall perspective of pro-

tecting the environment. Essentially, there

are three kinds of environments that refer

directly to building activity:
1. The immediate environment in build-

ing, which is related to the problem of heat-

ing, cooling, ventilation and lighting within

it.

2. The environment outside the building

owing to air quality, pollution, noise and

public hygiene.
3. The overall environment which is af-

fected by the very act of building (deforesta—
tion, soil erosion, pollution of rivers, etc.)

I
t would be appropriate to consider the

Energy Types in Building Activity

Buildings use up energy in three ways:

1. Embodied Energy: This is used for pro-

duction and transportation of building ma-

terials and for their assembly on site. Few

people realize that there could be great vari-

ations in the quantum of embodied energy

used in buildings and that a great deal of en-

vironmental degradation could be stopped

by proper selection of building materials.

The Central Building Research Institute

(CBRI), Roorkee, has compiled data on the

energy consumed in the production of vari-

ous building materials (Table I), which can

serve as a guideline for materials selection.

2. Maintenance Energy: This is used for

the maintenance of comfortable and func-

tional environmental conditions such as

lighting, ventilation and air-conditioning,
and for running any equipment installed in

the building. In a house this could be a

cooking stove, while in an office it could be

typewriters and computers and other such

equipment. Very often the only energy that

architects concern themselves with is the

building maintenance energy because this is

what is visible and this is what the building
user directly pays for. It is also the kind of

energy use over which the architect can

have some control.

3. External Services Energy: This energy

is used for supplying water, removing solid

eeb1.bmp (2550x3136x2 bmp)
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and liquid wastes, transporting goods and

people, and for communication of several

other kinds.

Compared with energy uses in the first

two ways outlined above, the architect has

little control over the energy consumed in

external services. Any conservation in this

area has to be attempted by town planners
and urban designers.

Energy Conservation in Buildings
The type of building, the income level of

users, the climate and location all influence

the amount of energy a particular building
utilizes. It would nevertheless be convenient

to have a reference index of the quantum of

energy consumed in a building (e.g. ,in kth

sq m/year), so as to rate buildings either as

energy wasters or as energy savers.

Table I ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN PRODUCTION OF BUILD-

ING MATERIALS IN INDIA“

Materials Basis Energy (K/cal)

Cement 1Kg 1.93 x 103

Burnt Clay Bricks 1000 Nos 1020.60 X 103

Surkhi 1Kg 0.33 x 103

Quick Lime 1Kg 1.51 x 103

Mild Steel 1Kg 6.30 x 103

PVC 1Kg 27.75 x 103

Sheet Glass lSq M 63.80 x 103

L0 Polyethylene 1Kg 5.20 x 103

Burnt Clay Roofing Tiles 1060.00 Nos 1060 x 103

Sand-Lime Bricks 1000 Nos 665.00 x 103

Wood Particle Board 1 Kg 0.74 x 103

Linoleum
‘

lsq M 39.80 x 103

Sanitaryware 1Kg 7.80 x 103

Stoneware Pipes 1Kg 5.07 x 103

Aluminium 1K9 34.30 X 103

Clay Fly-Ash Bricks 1000 Nos 553.00 x 103

Bloated Clay Aggregate 1K9 127 x 103

Gypsum (Calcined) 1Kg 0.36 x 103

Crushed Aggregate 1Kg 0.05 x 103

'

Not including human energy

(Compiled by C 8 Fl / Roorkee)

Hotels, which use energy for ventilation,

lighting, cooling or air—conditioning, water

heating and for running various machines

are the most energy intensive buildings (Fig
11). Compared to this, educational buildings

‘

consume energy only for lighting and venti-

lation. Domestic buildings, use energy

mainly for cooking and, in some cases, for

lighting, ventilation and water heating.

Specifically, in this category, high-income
households do consume more energy for

space heating and cooling and for running

equipment, such as refrigerators, washing
machines and television sets,etc. (Fig III).
There is no great difference in the energy

consumed by low-income urban households

and that used by rural households because

consumption here depends not only upon

felt needs but also upon affordability and

availability.
It is obvious from Figure 111 that in

domestic buildings, the group in which the

highest percentage of savings can be ef-

fected is the high-income group. But given
the small number of households that belong
to this group, the overall national picture
will not change much by savings in this

group. Since the largest numbers belong to

the low-income group it is here that the

thrust of our conservation programmes

must be aimed. This group consumes very

little energy (because it cannot afford any

more). Conservation efforts here must

therefore be coupled with efforts to improve

energy availability. The traditionally used

energy conversion devices, that is, the

chulha for burning fuelwood or cowdung
and kerosene oil lamps are inefficient de-

vices, and'any improvement in their ther-

modynamic performance will increase fuel

savings and its availability. Several well

publicized and successful programmes for

production and sale of an improved chulha

and also for installation of bio-gas plants are

already under way in our country. Such de-
_.

vices have the added advantage of improv-

ing the environment within the kitchen.

Various other available energy saving de-

vices, such as solar water heaters and cook-
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'ers concern the architect directly, as they
depend upon sunlight being available in the

house for a major part of the day. This can

be achieved only if housing layouts and

building designs are suitably planned by
town planners and architects. The cost of

present day solar cookers and water heaters

is high while their performance is low and

therefore they cannot be expected to find

widespread use. Nevertheless, houses ought
to be designed with such devices in mind so

that these could be easily installed in the fu-

ture when better models are sure to be av-

ailable.

Alternative Sources of Energy
Given the low levels of environmental

comfort that Indians are willing to live with

and the subsequent low level of energy con-

sumption in our buildings, the potential for

replacement with alternative energy sources

is rather limited. Figure IV shows the

energy uses in buildings that can be poten—

tially replaced by alternative sources. Much

of the energy for artificial lighting in homes,
for instance, is consumed at night, leaving

e'
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VA FULL POTENTIAL REPLACEMENT
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no scope for any savings by daylighting.
Passive solar architecture can increase the

comfort level in buildings in colder regions,
such as Ladakh, and save on fuelwood or

kerosene. In the plains, howeVer, where the

problem is of cooling rather than of heating,
passive solar architecture can also improve
comfort levels (sometimes with small addi-

tional energy inputs), but it will rarely lower

energy consumption to any appreciable ex-

’

tent.

For energy conservation in buildings we

must rely on other methods which include

the" use of more efficient mechanical heating
and cooling systems, more efficient devices,
such as electric bulbs, cookers, waste heat

recovery systems, better fenestration, more

efficient fuels and fuel conversion methods,
more efficient transportation, etc. Effi-

ciency here becomes a matter of plugging
energy leaks and of better utilization of av-
ailable natural or artificial energy sources.

This could be effected by bringing in more

solar energy (using mirrors, perhaps) and by
better control of the heating system, that is,
by switching it off when it is not essential. In

HIGH INCOME URBAN

MIDDLE INCOME

SUBURBAN

LOW INCOME

FIG III ENERGY USE IN DOMESTIC BUILDINGS

FIG IV POTENTIAL REPLACEMENT OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY ALTERNATIVE

PARTIAL REPLACEMENT

REPLACEMENT NOT POSSIBLE

the West, this is done by micro-processor
control so that it is no longer left to the

individual’s judgement to decide when the '

optimum time for switching off the heating
or even for drawing. curtains occurs. Not-

withstanding the high cost of such controls,
these will be found useful in modern office

buildings, and other such large energy con—

suming buildings.

Energy Conservation and Urban Design
The form of a building or a town deter-

mines the efficiency with which they use

energy. It has been shown in several studies
that our traditional towns, such as Jaiselmer

in Rajasthan, provide a fairly comfortable

living environment with very little energy

expenditure. A few years back, the Delhi

Urban Art Commission was exercised over

the high-rise buildings that seemed to be

coming up all over the city. I was asked to

find out if these buildings consume more

energy than low-rise buildings. A compari-
son of maintenance energy consumption
was made between two low-rise government

buildings with a total floor area of 50,000 sq

m, and" the Delhi Development Authority
(DDA) building, Vikas Minar, which is. 23

storeys high. It was found that the taller

building consumed about 15 per cent more

energy per square meter of floor space per

year than the other two. But it could not be

established whether this additional energy

consumption was due only to the high-rise
character of the DDA building. The large
number of lifts used in this building con-

sumed only a small portion of the annual

energy budget. The main areas of consump-
tion were lighting, ventilation and air-condi-

tioning. As far as embodied energy wa‘s con-

cerned, both types of buildings had] used

similar building materials and construction

Continued on p 88
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techniques. The only exception was the

aluminium glazing used in the DDA build-

ing, a material which consumes several

times more energy than steel glazing, but

the use of aluminium is more a matter of the

architect’s preference than something that

depends upon the height of the building.
Since the two buildings were in very dif-

ferent locations and served very different

functions, no meaningful comparison could

be made of the energy used in external ser-

vices. Looking at the transport energy re-

quirements of the DDA building, we found

that about two thousand people visited the

building every day. If these people travelled

from a distance of. 10 km each, then the

energy consumed in transportation alone

amounted to about 100,000 kwh. This is

slightly more than 90,000 kwh which Was the

energy consumed within the building for all

purposes. Any energy efficiency in the

building itself could be easily wiped out by
its improper location and the consequent in-

crease in transportation needs.

However, our major concern is not so

much with the actual energy used in build-

ing, but with the essential energy needs of

efficiently designed buildings. High quality
energy intensive materials are essential for

high-rise buildings, but it is possible to build

low-rise buildings with energy efficient'ma-

terials, such as brick for load-bearing walls

in place of reinforced concrete frame and

non-load-bearing walls. All types of solar

energy devices (water heaters, airocon-

ditioners, etc.,) require direct sunlight for

their operation. They are usually mounted

on the roof as that is the only area in a build-

ing where uninterrupted sunlight is availa-

ble. However, the area of the roof in high-
rise buildings is too small for this purpose
and therefore, they are unable to make use

of sunlight as an alternative source of

energy. The potential for energy conserva-

tion through this means is greater in low-rise

than in high-rise buildings.
High density urban areas have been

shown to be efficient users of transportation
energy when compared to more dispersed
layouts. Given these conflicting require-
ments of energy efficiency in low-rise build-

ings and in high density urban areas, town

planners would naturally ask what kind of
layouts are energy efficient keeping in mind

the overall energy requirements of a town

or a city. Actually, the conflict between low-
rise and high density is easy to resolve as has

been shown in Figure V. If one looks at

three building archetypes — the pavilion,
the street and the court, one finds that most

of our
. multi-storeyed layouts can be

categorized as pavilions, row-housing as

streets and our‘ traditional towns as courts.

Lionel March showed that the court is a

very efficient system for utilizing urban land

and that it is possible to achieve a very high .

FAR without high-rise constructioniTo il-

lustrate this principle, we carried outastudy
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FIG V THREE BUILDING ARCHETYPES (LIONEL MARCH)

of the Central Business District of New

Delhi where the FAR is 250 and ground
coverage is 26 per cent (Figure VI). The re-

sulting buildings shown in black are 10

floors high.
If the pattern of open space and covered

space is reversed (Figure VII), the pavilions
are changed to courts and the same FAR is

achieved with three and a half floors. The

town-planners would, of course, want to

know if this high ground coverage would

permit enough light and ventilation in the

building and enough open space for park-
ing, etc. Looking at the sections in Figure
VI and Figure VII it is easy to see that the

opportunity for daylighting and ventilation

is greater in the courts than in the pavilions,
even when an additional floor has been pro-
vided for car parking in the former. This

analysis is equally valid for housing.
The bye-laws of Delhi now require one to

build at 60 dwelling units to an acre which is

a very high density and our response to this
_

is far from satisfactory. The typical housing
schemes being built today are eight floors

high. While these schemes leave 65 per cent

I/

FIG VI PAVILIONS

25% GROUND COVERAGE

10 FLOORS OF OFFICES

\.

PAVILION

STREET

COURT

FIG VII COURTS

75% GROUND COVERAGE

3 FLOORS OF OFFICES
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of the site as open space, the actual avail-

ability and usability of open space is much

less than in four floor high schemes that

were being built till about five years ago. A

study done by students of the School of

Planning and Architecture, New Delhi,

compared the various possible alternatives

for this density and came to the conclusion

that it is possible to have buildings no higher
than three or four floors with 50 per cent

ground coverage and still provide sufficient

open space for housing related activities and

ensure daylighting and ventilation in all

buildings. This would be possible by using
the court layout in which peripheral space

(normally left as set-backs) gets utilized for

buildings.

Passive Solar Architecture

Assuming that we have taken care of the

overall layout which can save energy at the

town or city level, one can then design
energy-efficient buildings with the use of

passive solar architecture. Solar energy is

available to us as light and heat and there-

fore its most direct use is for daylighting and

for space or water heating. In the Indian

plains, the problem is of space cooling
rather than of heating and this is not directly
possible with solar energy. Passive solar ar-

chitecture, in this case, therefore means re-

jecting unwanted solar radiation by approp-
riate building design. Various techniques
available for this purpose involve judicious
location, sizing and shading of window

openings, the use of reflective finishes on

the building exterior, shading of the roof,
mutual shading of buildings, insulation of

the building envelope and finally, a roof sur-

faée sprinkler system for positive cooling of

the building. Wind is another natural re-

source that can be used for natural cooling
by proper location, sizing and orientation of

window openings. These aspects of passive
solar architecture are well-known and sensi-

tive architects do incorporate them in con-

temporary buildings. The proliferation of
'

window air-conditioners and desert coolers

in recent years has now made it possible for

architects to design thermally inefficient

buildings and yet provide comfortable in-

door conditions. In smaller towns, where

energy supply is irregular, the opportunity
for daylighting and natural ventilation is

greater and principles of natural cooling are

still followed by architects and builders.

Traditional Designs for Modern Times

Indigenous building design principles
evolved over the centuries are useful where

the context has remained unchanged, but

where lifestyles have changed totally and

new building functions have emerged, tradi-

tional designs cannot be directly used. Take

the example of a simple urban house. The

traditional house in Delhi was spread over

three floors and the family used each of

these floors at a time when each was com-
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fortable to use. The house provided comfort

only because a high degree of redundancy
and interchangeability of functions was built
into it. The same house now belongs to

three or more families, each one using only
a particular area of the building at all times.

With this changed living pattern the house

can no longer provide the same degree of

comfort and the use of mechanical cooling
methods is common. Similar changes have

taken place in our office buildings and even

in schools. Traditionally, office buildings
and schools were used in the cooler hours of

the day, that is, only from early morning to

midday. Today, school buildings are used in

two shifts and offices from 10 am to 5 pm,
which hours include the hottest part of the

day. The traditional building designs per se

have no place in this changed situation.

EARTH ROOFING
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Solar heated addition to dispensary at Srinagar showing the trombe wall

The contemporary architect’s job is to

'marry the traditional building construction

methods to modern building technology and

provide designs appropriate for contempo-
rary needs. Traditional building materials,
such as mud and stone are low energy mate-

rials. Their performance can be further en-

hanced by new insulation materials, sealants

and by the careful application of building
science principles. Two examples of re-

cently constructed buildings, one in the cold

climate of Srinagar, Kashmir, and the other

in the hot dry area of Jodhpur, Rajasthan,
will illustrate this point.

The traditional urban house in the valley
of Kashmir consisted of brick walls and a

timber roof covered with a layer of mud.

Sometimes a false timber ceiling was also

provided. After galvanized iron sheets were
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